
VENUES FOR DINNER



Entering Dar Rhizlane is like decorating silken rose petals with a palette full of pleasure, obvious refinement, 
elegance and enchanting glory of the surroundings. It is to tease and feast your senses all at once with a 
farandole of dishes boasting an exemplary mixture of ingredients. Dishes such as Vanilla carrots, crystallized
tomatoes, aubergine caviar, and hazel nut of lamb accompanied by a date ratatouille are going to send your taste 
buds on a majestic gastronomic trip. Zakia, our Head Chef initiated her journey in the midst of savours at a 
tender age surrounded by the soft odours in the kitchen of her mother and her grandmother, large cooks at the 
La Mamounia. As a queen of the palate, she furrows each day the meanders of the taste and associates them to 
extract subtle yet tempting platters. Her Moroccan traditional recipes are revisited and refined to let out a stream
of smoothness and unbeatable savours. Like a passionate artist she plays with her spices and methods of 
presentation and dissects the dishes of her childhood to remove superfluity and insufflates essences into them. 

Moroccan dinner at Riad Dar Rhizlane



Jad Mahal Restaurant

Transfer by coaches to Jad Mahal restaurant for trendy
dinner.

Located just outside the old city, with an entrance that 
leads to a charming courtyard, this is another trendy 
restaurant, popular with hip young Marrakechis. There 
are two dining rooms that are a colourful blend of Indian 
and Moroccan, and an international menu. There is also a 
lime-green chandeliered lounge and a downstairs club.

23h00. Back to the hotel & overnight. 



The first lounge-restaurant in Marrakesh, its musical concept has made it

famous. This restaurant-bar-boutique is a place where a colourful,

cosmopolitan clientele of the famous and the not-so-famous rub

shoulders in a festive atmosphere created by exotic dancers. A fun and

trendy place offering a menu featuring both European and Moroccan

dishes.The perfect blend of the Orient and the West, this is the place

in Marrakesh where night time means party time.

Le Comptoir Darna is an old restaurant, having been around for 10 years

in one of the most prestigious neighbourhoods of Marrakech. A warm

and cosy ambiance decorated ineastern style is where guests are invited

to sample Moroccan cuisine, or international dishes. Each evening is a

celebration with DJs spinning while belly-dancers heat up the night



TTTThis restaurant in Marrakech, which was once the home of the Secretary of 

Pacha Glaoui for after becoming the residence of the famous stylist and 

designer Pierre Balmain offers the best oriental cuisine in a setting combining 

authenticity and modernity.

Among the trees and flowers, visitors are a joy to savor dishes from a unique 

know-how and many years of experience chef Moha which its customers to 

benefit from a Moroccan cuisine in the heart of Marrakech.

This restaurant takes care to offer gourmands and connoisseurs pleasure to 

taste fresh, light and creative dishes.

Tourists and residents, anyone who wants to surprise your taste buds savoring 

exceptional and authentic dishes, finds great satisfaction in this restaurant



TTTThe grand Palais Soleiman is known for offering some of the best food, 

service and entertainment in Marrakech. 
Palais Soleiman’s majesty has been well preserved not only in the sculpted 
wood high ceilings and ancient zellijs or mosaics but in the intimate spaces, 
sensual lighting and the staff’s sophisticated discretion. 
The Chef serves a generous, subtle and fragrant Modern Moroccan menu 
to satisfy the most delicate plates.. With its ornate open air patio and six 
luxury lounges, Palais Soleiman is definitely worth experiencing. 



Dar Yacout
3 fourchettes capacity 140 persons www.yacout.net

Dar Yacout is a landmark of Marrakech which was amongst the first created more than 

twenty years ago in the medina.

The decor is enchanting with its private rooms and breath-taking panoramic view from the 

terrace, overlooking the medina and the Koutoubia Mosque of Marrakech.

Highly traditional Moroccan gastronomic cuisine with a menu incorporating an amazing 

succession of flavors, and service that lives up to everyone standards.



After having worked in the most prestigious palaces worldwide, the French chief Regis

Rossi has created an elegant menu with Mediterranean influence for the Crystal. A

cuisine that is healthy and based on the use of seasonal products that give priority to

the flavours and tastes of the Mediterranean. Regis Rossis’s cuisine associates colors

and forms that are aesthetically pleasing. His dishes are a delight to the eye as well as

to the discriminating palate.

A menu that changes reflecting the aromas of the four seasons… Risotto prepared with

beetroot, cuttlefish in its ink or in chlorophyll…

After dinner: Possibility to reach Pacha Disco 

Farewell Dinner at CRYSTAL   
« Lounge trendy restaurant »



Al Baraka a Riad designed as to follow the tradition and knowledge of the Moroccan art and

situated in the heart of the most famous Djemaa El Fna square. A terrace with a panoramic view

overlooking:

The mosque of La Koutoubia, the Atlas Mountains with snow at the top in winter.

La Baraka is well reputed for the excellent quality of menus that

the most renowned Lalla M’Barka, a cook of the Pacha Glaoui.



KSAR El HAMRA Restaurant is located in the heart of the ancient Medina linking the

place Jemaa El Fna square and the famous historical Monuments of Marrakech.

It ‘s an old Riad which has a romantic patio open for up to 180 people (to organize

cocktails, open bar, banquet...) and a large living room of Andalusian style; Topped with

a carved plaster ceiling, wall TADALAKT and friezes, covered with dirt cooked according

to the tradition of the Moroccan culture.

KSAR EL HAMRA 



PALAIS GHARNATA 
www.gharnata.com

Old Palace Moroccan Restaurant, In the heart of the Medina, this magic place is a real 
old Moroccan palace from the 18th century transformed in a very traditional Moroccan 
restaurant.
A place out of the time where guests taste the Moroccan traditional cooking like if they 
were in a Moroccan house.
Entertainment performed during the evening by a live traditional Andalusian band and a 
Belly dancer. A specific entertainment could be provided specially for this group.
Capacity: 450 Guests maximum



Palais Palais Palais Palais GharnataGharnataGharnataGharnata



CHEZ ALI  
www.fantasiamarrakech.com

Dinner show Chez Ali with folklore and fantasia in private tents for the total 
group.
Wonderful experience, in a beautiful palace, wonderful vibrant colours, 
displayed by different tribes whilst performing the Moroccan folklore and 
fantasia :  traditional dances and singing are great and you could join in 
the dancing. The, four course meal served is very typical  with :

The Harira Moroccan soup
the mechoui roast lamb

The couscous with 7 vegetable
Fruits of the season

Tea and pastry



RESTAURANT CHEZ ALI

The most organized and tourist show with a capacity of 3000 places. This magical

magnificent, authentic entertainment offered at “Chez Ali”. Over the years it has achieved

worldwide fame, today it is considered the highpoint of any successful visit to Marrakesh.

Dancers, musicians, acrobats, magicians and horsemen, each contributes his all to the

proceedings with “a joie de vivre” . Chez Ali is at 10 Km from Marrakesh Center in the

Direction of Casablanca built in a beautiful setting, worthy of the Arabian nights and the

magic of the Orient. Chez Ali Propose Lunches, And Diners with Shows: oriental show,

Horsemen shows, fantasia, folklore troupes, Lights and sounds and Fire Works.



Recreation of a Nomad Berber tented village with large deluxe & 
comfortable nomadic tents.

Tented restaurant with low tables and chairs, waiters dressed 
traditionally, a typical Berber cuisine to live the Berber nomad way of 
life.

Varied entertainment from Berber local folklore

to DJ Music, Belly dancers, Henna lady, 

Fortuneteller etc. Of course, lanterns, camp fire,

carpets everywhere.

THE EXCLUSIVE TAILOR MADE TENTED BIVOUAC



Tent set up Tent set up

Toilets under tents General View



During dinner: the sound’s of the Gnaouas, Morocco's famous musicians from the south whose 

ancestral instruments and rhythms will transport you back centuries.

At the end of the dinner, the both folkloric troops coming from different 02 different regions of 

Morocco play and invite people to dance.

Belly dancer show, henna tatto, lady for berber bread, fire eater, blue men with dromaderies…..

Entertainment during the Entertainment during the Entertainment during the Entertainment during the 

evening (upon the budget)evening (upon the budget)evening (upon the budget)evening (upon the budget)


